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SHELDRAKE ON SHAKESPEARE 

Love’s Labour’s Lost – Four-mality 
 

Love’s Labour’s Lost is a Shakespeare play you don’t usually meet until 

you’ve been around Shakespeare for quite a while already. That is probably for the 

best. It is a peculiar play to our eyes. It features three lords and their king, three ladies 

and their princess along with a honey-tongued attendant. There is a Spanish traveller 

and his page boy, a pair of pedants, a rustic swain and his lover. It is structurally 

ornate, linguistically complex, almost baroque, rococo in style. It revels in the 

flourishing of language so much so that at times it seems almost deliberately 

obscurantist, a touch antiquarian, beguilingly doctrinaire, a soupcon too recherché for 

its own good. 

If I’ve lost you in the course of my description, that gives you a flavour of 

how the language of this play leads you up and down and around and about as if 

you’re in the maze at Hampton Court. Have I seen this path before? That simile 

sounds familiar. That hedge was definitely on the left last time. Well that rhetorical 

figure hasn’t been used in English since the High Middle Ages. 

However, we need not write it off because it is not actually a bad play. It’s just 

different from what we’re used to. And the aspect which is least familiar to us, but 

which may well unlock our understanding, is the question of form. 

Now, we don’t pay a lot of attention to form these days, we tend to care more 

about content. But the Renaissance saw things differently. A rubbish poem could still 

be formally impressive, but you could have written the most wonderful expression of 

love in history and if it was in verse but had no rhyme scheme, no-one would read it. 

Love’s Labour’s Lost is a formally beautiful play, both linguistically and 

structurally, which is to say that it sounds great and looks great as well as being a 

good story. Its emphasis on form makes it unfashionable for today’s tastes, but given 

that our minds are constantly looking for patterns in life and will place structure on 

random events whether we like it or not, a play which puts form in the foreground 

rather than the background might not be such a bad thing after all. 

I think the best way of tackling form is that I take you through the play and try 

to give you a Renaissance lens through which you can see how the main plot of this 
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play tries to be supremely elegant, how Shakespeare pushes language and action 

towards the more abstract states of music and dance. If I had to give a one sentence 

summary, I would say that Love’s Labour’s Lost is Shakespeare’s most operatic 

drama. Form is sometimes employed for the sake of comedy and plot, but is also used 

to be beautiful in itself. If you don’t like opera, don’t let that put you off, hear me out, 

because I will argue that in the last scene of the play, all the work he does with form 

up until that point actually serves to demonstrate a universal human truth. 

Early on in the play, we see how the form of Shakespeare’s dialogue creates 

meaning for the characters. The King of Navarre has required three lords, Berowne, 

Longaville and Dumaine to sing an agreement stating that they will study with him for 

three years and lead a monastic existence. They are bound by their oath not to see a 

woman, for example. This causes a problem when they realise that the Princess of 

France is arriving the following day. 

They bend the rules slightly and the Princess, with her three ladies, Rosaline, 

Katherine and Maria arrive at court. When the two groups meet, each man speaks 

with his opposite number, as it were. The King speaks to the Princess, the wittiest 

man (Berowne) to the wittiest woman (Rosaline) and so on down the line. Their 

interactions, though the words are almost meaningless, are poetically significant. 

Allow me to read you Berowne and Rosaline’s conversation: 

 

BEROWNE Did not I dance with you in Brabant once? 

ROSALINE  Did not I dance with you in Brabant once? 

BEROWNE I know you did. 

ROSALINE  How needless was it then to ask the question! 

BEROWNE You must not be so quick. 

ROSALINE  'Tis 'long of you that spur me with such questions. 

BEROWNE Your wit's too hot, it speeds too fast, 'twill tire. 

ROSALINE  Not till it leave the rider in the mire. 

BEROWNE What time o' day? 

ROSALINE  The hour that fools should ask. 

BEROWNE Now fair befall your mask! 

ROSALINE  Fair fall the face it covers! 

BEROWNE And send you many lovers! 

ROSALINE  Amen, so you be none. 
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BEROWNE Nay, then will I be gone. 

 

Banter, mere banter, one word tumbling upon another, but in the friction of the 

stichomythia, as this kind of quick one-line pattern of exchange is known, desire has 

been sparked, has been kindled. The linguistic duelling is part of the mutual affection. 

The form creates the content here. 

This spark is enough to inflame the headiest passions of the men and in Act 

IV, they all declare themselves utterly besotted. But their reluctance to tell the others 

that they have broken their scholarly vows by falling in love with a woman means that 

they do so in perhaps the most formally perfect scene I have ever read. It is formal 

beauty for the sake of comedy and for the sake of plot and other things, but is also 

formal beauty for formal beauty’s sake. 

Berowne enters and reflects on the state he’s got himself into; in love, but 

trapped, unable to express himself to his ‘book-mates’. We learn that he has already 

sent a sonnet to Rosaline. Soon the King enters, Berowne hides, and the King reads 

aloud a poem he has drafted about and for the Princess. It is a sonnet, the form of love 

poetry, with alternate rhyming couplets and an extra rhyming couplet added onto the 

end for good measure. Berowne overhears him reading. The King then hears 

Longaville approach and duly hides too. Longaville enters and reads aloud a sonnet of 

the more traditional, fourteen-line length that he has written about and for Maria. The 

King overhears him. Berowne overhears both Longaville and the King’s remarks. 

Sure enough, Dumaine enters and Longaville hides. Dumaine reads aloud a poem 

composed about and for Katherine. Dumaine is overheard by everyone, Longaville 

hears only him, the King overhears Longaville’s remarks and Dumaine’s poem, 

Berowne overhears everyone and everything. 

And now, having weaved this magical tapestry, Shakespeare can tease apart 

the threads. Longaville steps forward to castigate Dumaine. The King comes out of 

hiding to give Longaville and Dumaine a telling off. Finally, Berowne emerges with 

the line ‘Now step I forth to whip hypocrisy’. His own failure to stick to the vows is 

exposed, in case you were wondering, by another character who enters soon 

afterwards. 

What an exquisitely multi-layered experience. The emotions of the characters, 

the arc of the story is important, but the point is that the form is beautiful in its own 

right. Like a quartet in an Italian opera, one singer lays down a melody, onto which 
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harmony after harmony is intricately laid until the crescendo reaches a point of 

rapture, after which the harmonies resolve one by one until we return in unison to the 

melody. Resolution. And like in an Italian opera, the meaning is there if you want it 

(you can read the translation), but it is also obviously beautiful on its own aesthetic 

terms. 

The mirror for this structural beauty is Berowne’s speech justifying their 

pursuit of women and love that he gives at the end of this scene. The turning point in 

the main plot of the play, this speech, whether it is right or not, is a magnificent poetic 

celebration of action over analysis. I’ll read you my favourite extract. 

 

O, we have made a vow to study, lords, 

And in that vow we have forsworn our books. 

For when would you, my liege, or you, or you, 

In leaden contemplation have found out 

Such fiery numbers as the prompting eyes 

Of beauty's tutors have enrich'd you with? 

Other slow arts entirely keep the brain; 

And therefore, finding barren practisers, 

Scarce show a harvest of their heavy toil: 

But love, first learned in a lady's eyes, 

Lives not alone immured in the brain; 

But, with the motion of all elements, 

Courses as swift as thought in every power, 

And gives to every power a double power, 

Above their functions and their offices. 

It adds a precious seeing to the eye; 

A lover's eyes will gaze an eagle blind; 

A lover's ear will hear the lowest sound, 

... 

And when Love speaks, the voice of all the gods 

Makes heaven drowsy with the harmony. 

 

As we all know, we shouldn’t be in here studying, we should be out there living and 

loving. But the play, to return to the matter in hand, is only just getting going. The 
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four men decide that they will woo their women with gusto, but set about a circuitous 

plan that involves dressing as Muscovites from Russia. The women learn of this and 

decide they have had quite enough of the men’s shilly-shallying and decide to give 

them a taste of their own medicine. 

They mask themselves and swap the tokens that the men have given them as 

courtship gifts. Thus the men end up wooing the wrong woman whilst dressed in their 

ridiculous costumes. The King woos Rosaline, Berowne woos the Princess, 

Longaville woos Katherine and Dumaine woos Maria. When the men return in their 

true shapes and are claimed by the wrong woman, they feel jolly sheepish, but are 

forgiven their silliness by the women. All very elegant, very witty, very formal. 

But it is at this point that the play takes a startling turn, so spoiler alert, as it 

were, and Shakespeare uses form to express real life’s utter resistance to formal 

constraint. 

A play is performed at court and the right couples are getting cosy, when in 

walks Marcadé, a messenger from the French court. He announces that the French 

king, the father of the Princess, has died, and leaves, as quickly as he entered. It is as 

if death’s keen scythe itself has passed across the stage. The Queen of France, as she 

is now, must leave and her ladies must go with her. Playtime is over and duty must be 

prioritised over desire. It seems there will be no marriages at the end of this comedy. 

Each woman sets her man a task to fulfil over the following year. Berowne, for 

example, is told by Rosaline to go and spend twelve months trying to make the 

terminally ill laugh, ‘to move wild laughter in the throat of death’. Some challenge, as 

even the wit Berowne acknowledges. If they can fulfil their challenges, then they can 

come and take the lady’s hand in marriage. 

And so whereas we were given that perfection, that symmetry at the end of the 

letters scene in Act IV, at the end of the play we are denied the satisfaction of 

resolution. Shakespeare had to do something in this final scene to prevent it becoming 

an entirely conventional, rather too saccharine comedy. But rather than trace the 

demise of the old king through the play for the sake of psychological realism, he goes 

for the formal option, the nuclear. Death steps in at the eleventh hour and turns this 

play from a conventional comedy into an anti-conventional comedy. 

And in doing so, because he is Shakespeare, he manages an extraordinary, 

paradoxical feat. He uses the extreme artifice of form to express a universal truth. Life 

and death are not formal, they do not obey the rules of structure, order, genre. Love’s 
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Labour’s Lost, then, contains both Shakespeare’s most artificial and his most truthful 

comic ending. 

An esteemed Shakespeare critic once said in an off-duty moment that it’s a 

damn shame you can’t cut one of the couples in a production. It would improve the 

speed of the play immeasurably to get rid either of Longaville and Maria or Dumaine 

and Katherine. But formality demands four, hence my title.  

I hope I have shown today that whilst form is admittedly one this play’s 

heaviest burdens, looked at in the right way, it is also a magnificent strength. 

Join me in a week’s time for Short Sheldrake on Shakespeare. In two weeks 

I’ll be discussing a play from the same phase of Shakespeare’s career as Love’s 

Labour’s Lost; the poetic experiments of the 1590s. Join me for Richard II. Until 

then, farewell. 


